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WHERE TO FISH EXTRA

Skimmers
galore at
High Heyes
P14

Tunnel Barn
Farm packed
full of fish
P16

Bag a zed
at Bury Hill
fisheries
P18

THIS WEEK
Pick of the swims on
the Royalty Fishery
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10 PAGES OF THE MOST IN-FORM STILLWATERS, RIVERS AND

CANALS TO FISH THIS WEEK!
All four lakes are
producing 100lb
match weights.

FISHERY
OF
THE
WEEK
GRANGE PARK FISHERIES,
MESSINGHAM,
N LINCS

VENUE INSIDER
Browning matchman and
venue expert James Hall:
Tackle: “On the day I fished
with two main rigs – one on
the deck and another shallow.
The carp, F1s and goldfish
feed confidently on pellet
here so both my rigs were
banded for 6mm and 4mm
pellets, although a lasso can
work equally just as well.”
Baits: “For the session I fed
4mm and 6mm pellets and
alternated between the two in
the band. My on-the-deck rig
started with a 6mm hookbait
and I fed 4mm offerings, while
up in the water I fed 4mm
pellets and fished a 4mm
offering on the hook. Late in
the day I fed and fished 6mm
pellets down the edge. Corn
and meat will work too.”

YOU’LL STILL CATCH SHALLOW!

FREE
HOW TO TAKE PART – Cut out the special voucher below, take it to one of the
participating fisheries listed in our 2-for-1 scheme and you’ll receive two day tickets for
the price of one. Enjoy!
THIS WEEK’S WATERS

TOP VENUE

HEAD FOR EDEN MEADOWS’
ACER LAKE AND TARGET THE
ISLAND SLOPE WITH CASTER
OR PELLET FOR CATCHES
OF CARP TO 8lb AND
GOLDFISH HYBRIDS
PAGE 14

It might be getting colder, but no-one seems to have told the fish at Grange Park...
James Hall’s
60lb net in
four hours.

OME fisheries struggle
under new ownership,
but Messingham’s
Grange Park Fishery is thriving.

S

It’s 8am, and driving down
the track towards the café you
encounter a building full of
people enjoying breakfast and
drawing pegs for their match.
Look a bit further and you’ll
discover four well-maintained
lakes, already crowned with
anglers who beat the traffic to
sample the early morning sport.
It’s at this moment you realise
you made the right decision
in choosing to fish Grange
Park, as it’s a huge hit with
matchmen and pleasure anglers
alike – showing that a change of
ownership doesn’t always affect
the popularity of a great fishery.
It’s easy to see why anglers
flock here, as recent match
weights across all four pools are
topping 100lb, made up of F1s,
carp, goldfish, crucians and ide.
A whole range of tactics works
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here, and some anglers are even
catching shallow on casters and
pellets. One man who made the
most of this approach recently
was Browning-backed matchman
James Hall.

SHALLOWING UP

Fishing peg 25 on Heron Lake,
James set up intending to fish
hard on the deck – but the fish
had other ideas.
“I started with a top-2 plus
two sections on the pole with a
6mm banded pellet and fed 4mm
pellets,” James told Angling
Times. “I had a few fish on this
rig, but they came up in the
water extremely quickly, so I
soon switched to a shallow rig at
around 12ins with a 4mm pellet
in the band.
“It wasn’t long before I was
catching crucians, F1s, carp and
goldfish at a rate of knots. The
fish come really shallow in these
lakes and I ended up fishing just
4ins deep to catch them!”

MARGIN ATTACK

While the shallow line was hot
James kept a margin swim fed in
hope of some late session lumps
on 6mm banded pellets.
With 40lb of mixed fish caught
shallow it was then time to
switch to the margins, and the
action was instantaneous. Said
James: “I caught some better
fish down the edge from the
off, feeding and fishing 6mm
pellets. Corn and meat can also
work really well for this tactic,
although right now pellets and
maggots tend to bring a better
response, and I would always
fish these in a match. “Overall
I had around 60lb, and as I
only fished for four hours I’m
confident I could have doubled
that in a competition.”
So if it’s a 100lb net of cold
weather fish you’re looking for,
make sure Grange Park Fishery
is at the top of your list this
weekend.

1 Cheshire Fishing, Cheshire
2 Croft Fisheries, Lancs
3 Eden Meadows Fishery, Co Durham
4 Oham Lakes, N Lincs
5 Martin Hall Fishery, Lancs
6 Newbridge Lakes, E Yorks
7 Stonebridge Lakes, N Yorks
8 Bishops Bowl Fishery, Warks
9 Fendicks Fishery, Norfolk
10 Curborough Fishery, Staffs
11 Makins Fishery, Warks
12 Modder Pools, Birmingham
13 Stanwick Lakes Fishery, Northants
14 Tunnel Barn Farm, Warks
15 Alderwood Ponds, Sussex
16 Bitterwell Fishery, Bristol
17 Shiplate Farm Fishery, Somerset
18 Furnace Brook Fishery, E Sussex
19 Oakfield Fishery, Bucks
20 Clawford Fisheries, Devon
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50lb NETS
FROM ALL
LAKES

PRICES: Adults £5 a day, £4 after 4pm,
concessions £4
CONTACT: Alan on 07970 671943
or 01724 764828
LOCATION: Grange Park Fisheries,
Sands Farm, Butterwick Road,
Messingham, N Lincs, DN17 3PN
RULES: Barbless hooks only, fishery
own pellets only, no floating baits, no
cat or dog food, no floating poles, no
litter, all nets to be dry before use
FACILITIES: Parking, toilets, tackle and
bait shop, café

Tactics: “The plan was to fish
the deck rig on a top-2 plus
two sections and fish shallow
over this as the fish came up
in the water. All the while I
fed 4mm pellets via a catapult
to keep the fish there. If they
stopped showing shallow I
could switch back to the deck
rig over loose offerings. Later
on I’d fish down the edge to
try and pick up a bigger fish.”
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50lb NETS
FALLING TO
CASTERS
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TARGET THE
ISLANDS
WITH A BOMB

CATCH A BIG
CARP ON
SWAN LAKE
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CATCH A 2lb
ROACH ON A
WAGGLER
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WHILE YOU’RE THERE
ON SITE is a small tackle shop selling
terminal tackle and bait. The fishery’s
‘A Bite to Eat’ café can comfortably
seat 40 anglers, so whether you fish
with your mates or simply turn up for
a day’s sport, make sure you check
into the café and order yourself one
of the hearty breakfasts available.
You won’t regret it!

Cheshire Fishing • Croft Fisheries • Eden Meadows Fishery
• Oham Lakes • Martin Hall Fishery • Newbridge Lakes
• Stonebridge Lakes • Bishops Bowl Fishery • Fendicks Fishery
• Curborough Fishery • Makins Fishery • Modder Pools • Stanwick
Lakes Fishery • Tunnel Barn Farm • Alderwood Ponds • Bitterwell
Fishery • Shiplate Farm Fishery • Furnace Brook Fishery
• Oakfield Fishery • Clawford Fisheries
Valid from Tuesday October 25 to Friday October 28 and Monday October 31
OCTOBER 25 2016
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